
Background 
Hydrogen, as the International Energy Agency (IEA 2019) notes, has 
experienced a number of ‘false dawns’ - in the 1970s, 1990s and early 
2000s - which subsequently faded. However, this time there is reason to 
think that hydrogen will play a substantial role in the global energy system. 
The most important factor driving this renewed focus is the ability of 
hydrogen to support deep carbon abatement by assisting in those sectors 
where abatement with non-carbon electricity has so far proven difficult. 
Hydrogen can also address poor urban air quality, energy security, and 
provides a good means of shifting energy supply between regions and 
between seasons. 

In response to these changed conditions many countries, states and even 
cities have developed hydrogen strategies while various interest groups 
have developed industry roadmaps which fulfil a similar role.  

This report summarises 19 hydrogen strategies and aims to help readers 
understand how nations, regions and industries are thinking about 
opportunities to become involved in this emerging industry. Its prime 
purpose is to act as a resource to assist those involved in long-term energy 
policy planning in Australia including those involved in the development of 
Australia’s hydrogen strategy. 

Planned roles for hydrogen in the energy system 
The various strategies see a range of different end-uses for hydrogen, with 
the relative focus reflecting local constraints and opportunities; these are 
summarised below. 

Learning from 
19 plans to 

advance 
hydrogen from 

across the globe



Implications and recommendations for industry 

The key take-away findings from the review of national hydrogen strategies and roadmaps, which are particularly 
relevant to those who are involved in developing the National Hydrogen Strategy (NHS), include: 

• There is considerable international interest in rapidly deploying hydrogen technologies over the next several decades
to reduce carbon emissions, which could give rise to export opportunities for countries with a comparative advantage
in producing hydrogen.

• There is considerable uncertainty regarding how quickly hydrogen and competing technologies will develop in terms
of their effectiveness and cost efficiency. Such uncertainty needs to be taken into account in formulating a strategy,
either by taking a technological neutral or flexible approach, or not overcommitting down particular pathways.

• Strategies should clearly identify the goals they are seeking to achieve, and targeting activity at any barriers to
achieving those goals.

• The scale of activities and resourcing needs to be commensurate with the targets of the strategy.

• Hydrogen strategies should be built upon areas of comparative advantage in terms of production and use.

• Hydrogen strategies should also reflect the broader international environment, for example by drawing on hydrogen
strategies in other countries.

• The logistics of the transition to hydrogen should be a core focus of the NHS.

• The scale of activities should reflect the scale of the transition being targeted.

• Access to low cost, low GHG intensity electricity is likely to be critical to the potential for a hydrogen export trade into
the medium term as potential importers are targeting low GHG intensity hydrogen in the medium term. Availability of
suitable geological features for CCS is also likely to be an important cost driver.

• International collaboration on standards for technology is potentially important not just for those countries that have
comparative advantages in the development of the technology but also for potential users of the technologies
developed.

• International collaboration is also likely to be necessary on ways to measure and certify the GHG intensity of
hydrogen supplies for end users.

Countries, states and cities that have developed hydrogen strategies: 




